A haemophilia A and B molecular genetic diagnostic programme in Hungary: a highly informative and cost-effective strategy.
Our aim was to set up a protocol in order to provide carrier and prenatal diagnosis to Hungarian haemophilia A (HA) and B (HB) patients and their relatives. For HA, a combination of direct mutation detection and some indirect marker analyses were used: the detection of the inversion mutation and analysis of three polymorphisms, BclI, IVS13 (CA)n and P39(CA)n. In severe cases, direct mutation detection was performed first. In inversion-negative severe cases and in moderate and mild cases, indirect methods were used. For carrier and prenatal diagnosis in HB, four polymorphisms, DdeI, TaqI, XmnI, and HhaI were examined. Our DNA bank contains samples from 50 HA families (34 severe, 15 moderate and one mild) and seven HB families from different parts of the country. In 100% of the HA cases either the gene inversion and/or at least one of the polymorphisms was found to be informative for carrier or prenatal diagnosis. In the HB cases, an informative marker was found in 95% of the cases (19 of 20). We conclude that these strategies are sufficient to make genetic diagnosis available to almost all HA and HB families in the region. This approach is highly informative and cost-effective, so it can be very useful in countries where direct sequencing of genes for factor VIII and IX is not available for routine diagnosis.